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Since we started back in 2004, Learning Roots has always been 
about helping parents on their journey in raising great Muslim chil-
dren that thrive in the modern world.

We’ve produced over 50 resources that have sold over half a 
million units in over 35 countries worldwide. We understand the 
needs of Muslim parents and their children, and we’ve dedicated 
our company to serving them.

By stocking Learning Roots products, you’re making a statement 
about your care for providing the best products to your custom-
ers. Our books, games and technology empower parents to show 
Islam in the best light their children and help inspire the next gen-
eration of Muslims to love, learn and live Islam.

This catalogue will showcase the products that have won high 
acclaim from Muslim parents and educators all over the world 
and helped shaped our reputation as the publisher of choice for 
quality retailers.

OUR
CHILDREN
OUR
LEGACY

Over half a million 
products sold.

Sold in over 35 
countries

Established for
over 17 years 

Translated in over
4 languages



Quran Learning Reimagined

Happy Baby

Stories that Build Legends

Creative Play Heart Touching Gifts Seasonal Treats

HERE’S 
WHAT’S 

INSIDE



Learning Roots products
are a mark of quality!

HAFIZ WAHID | DARUSSALAM INTERNATIONAL



QURAN 
LEARNING 

REIMAGINED
Our Kiitab collection fuses together modern technology with 

stunning design to produce a meaningful and engaging 
experience for children learning to recite the Quran.



Kiitab

Kiitab is an innovative pen that teaches 
children how to recite the Quran. Kiitab 
can speak any word you touch it with, 
pronouncing every word perfectly with en-
hanced speaker quality, without the need 
for a teacher. 

Most importantly, it explains all the rules 
and gives the translation of the material, 
making it clear for the child. It can also play 
games, increasing children’s engagement 
while using it. 

The best thing is that Kiitab is light, portable 
and super simple to use, making it ideal for 
children to use wherever they are. Kiitab 
does not use batteries, instead a USB char-
ger and comes with a one-year manufactur-
er’s guarantee.

£64.99 RRP 
UPC: 683203858410 
234x55x83mm 

12 Month Warranty 
Weight: 165g 
Case Qty: 50

Age 4+



Read & Rise

Read and Rise is a colourful Qaidah featuring the Uthmani script. It encompasses grad-
ed levels in a clean, colourful layout that take children step by step to reading the 
Qur’an with tajweed. Each chapter is marked with an adventure island making the ex-
perience unique for children. Most importantly, Read and Rise is compatible with Kiitab, 
opening up a while new world of fun with sticker rewards given to the child at the end 
of each page to praise them for their progress.

RRP £14.99  
Spiral Bound 
Hardback
ISBN: 9781905516773

231x209x15mm  
48 pages
Weight: 420g 
Case Qty: 28

Age 4+



Juz Amma

Juz Amma is specially designed for children and is compatible with Kiitab, making it easy for the child 
to learn and master each verse. Kiitab plays fun games with the child, strengthening their memorisation 
and with English translation, children know exactly what they are reading. With a colour-coded layout, 
children can easily recognise tajweed rules accurately aided with illustrations. The best part is Juz 
Amma comes with a Hifdh tracker with stickers so children can visualise their progress. 

£14.99 RRP 
Spiral Bound 
Hardback 

ISBN: 9781905516827
231x209x15mm 
Weight: 440g 
Case Qty: 28 

Age 6+



My Mat

My Mat is our longest serving alphabet toy that helps teach children both the 
English and Arabic alphabet. My Mat Lite works with Kiitab (sold separately) 
which reads the letters out, plays games and sings alphabet songs. My Mat Lite 
is lightweight making it easy to carry around anywhere you go. The letters are 
presented in a colourful array making it visually appealing to children.The edges 
of the mat are curved so it is safe to use for children.

£2.99 RRP
220x165x2mm
ISBN: 9502595624773

Material: Card
Weight: 160g 
Case Qty: 100

Age 2+



What to Say When

What To Say When is the ultimate set of 27 
everyday duas that children can implement 
in their daily routines. Each dua card has a 
colourful illustration on one side and the 
dua on the other. Each dua is broken into 
smaller chunks to make it easy for children 
to read and includes the English translation 
so children can unlock the powerful mean-
ing of these words. The cards are laminat-
ed, making them durable and are also com-
patible with Kiitab.

£11.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516124
212x125x40mm

30 Cards
Weight: 400g
Case Qty: 22

Age 4+



Remind Me of My Dua

Remind Me of My Dua is a set of 6 beautiful-
ly illustrated dua cards that cover the most 
common places visited around your home. 
Each card is laminated so it is very durable 
and the text is large so it can easily be read 
by anyone. Most importantly, it covers the 
English translation so you can understand 
what your are saying and connect with Al-
lah. 

£7.99 RRP 
ISBN: 9781905516261 
392x180x5mm

Pack of 6 Cards
Weight: 195g
Case Qty: 20

Age 4+



Tajweed Untangled

Tajweed Untangled is an exquisite book teaching adults all the main tajweed rules, no 
matter what level they are at. It has a clear and spacey layout so everything is easy to 
process and all the rules are explained in English so you can recall them with ease. 
There are several exercises that help adults grasp a full understanding of the rules  
implement them in their reading.

£11.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516315
285x210x10mm

76 pages
Weight: 265g
Carton Qty: 20

Age 9+



STORIES 
THAT BUILD 

LEGENDS
We pour every ounce of our creative energy into each of our story books. 

That's why our entire collection is a treasure trove of quality story telling 
with incredible visuals crafted together to produce some of the most 

inspiring Islamic stories for children.



My Prophet Muhammad

“My Prophet Muhammad” spans the entire 
story of the lifetime of the Prophet Muhammad 
(S) covering the main events in his Seerah. 
There are  questions  at the end of the story 
for children to  reflect  on what they've learnt. 
It features  beautiful and vivid double spread 
images that delight the eyes, tell the story and 
build positive memories whilst learning about 
the best of creation. 

It is also printed in a large size to magnify the 
immersive reading experience. The cover of 
this book is sprinkled with special effects such 
as glitter and shine to ensure it attracts chil-
dren’s attention for reading time and time 
again.

£9.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516834
285x210x10mm

Hardback
Weight: 400g
Carton Qty: 20

Age 5+



Khadijah: Mother of History’s Greatest Nation

Khadijah (RA) is an irresistible book covering the rich events that occurred during Khadijah (RA)’s life. We 
have weaved a flowing narrative that renders a seamless reading experience for all. This book has been 
crafted with a large text layout, making it accessible for young readers as well as adults. The story has been 
produced using only historical sources so the story loses nothing of its original Imaan-elevating inspiration. 

£14.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516681
224x158x26mm

Hardback + Jacket
Weight: 585g
Carton Qty: 20

Age 9+



Stories of the Prophets

The Stories of the Prophets is a set of 5 vibrant books, covering he main events in Prophet Adam, Nuh, 
Ibrahim, Musa and Eesa (AS). Each book is written in simple language and broken down into short chapters 
for children to understand. Reflection points mark the end of each chapter as well and graded exercises 
to help the child interpret the events.

£34.99 RRP
Set of 5 Books
USPC: 9508485174434
245x190x56mm

Hardback
Weight: 2002g
Carton Qty: 6

Age 6+



The Prophet (S) Described

The Prophet described is a panoramic book that is unparalleled to any other. With stunning imagery that captivates and 
elevates children’s sense and attention, they effortlessly love and memorise the description of the Prophet Muhammad 
(S). This breathtaking book is written in repetitive rhyming prose, verified upon authentic Hadith narrations so parents can 
rest assured their children are receiving sound and solid knowledge of Islam. 

£11.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516889
300x220x12mm

Hardback
Weight: 490g
Carton Qty: 20

Age 5+



The Prophet’s Pond

The Prophet’s Pond is a beautifully narrated book, educating children about the Hawd of the Prophet Muhammad (SAW). 
It contains thrilling imagery that captivates and elevates children’s sense and attention through a repetitive rhyming 
prose. The Prophet’s Pond tells a story of a boy who is in search of a specific pond. With an adventure that reaches a 
tear-flowing climax, it’s a must-have for all parents. It makes the perfect bedtime story for all children, verified upon au-
thentic Hadith narrations so parents can rest assured their children are receiving sound knowledge of Islam.

£11.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516667
280x220x10mm

Hardback 
Weight: 375g
Carton Qty: 20

Age 4+



HAPPY 
BABY

We believe in supporting parents right from the start, 
and our baby collection delivers an adorable bundle of 
books around which babies and parents bond together 

with faith at the centre of the experience. 



Allah Knows All About Me

Allah Knows All About Me is and interactive, rhyming book for young children, reinforcing their faith in their Creator with the turn of 
every page. The language is simple yet fluid, making children want to read it time and time again. This book embraces soft-coloured 
and captivating illustrations on thick, durable board pages that fit perfectly into your children’s hands.

£8.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516605
190x170x20mm

Weight: 285g
Carton Qty: 20

Age 2+



My Touch and Feel Alif Baa Taa

The book uses a range of touch-and-feel materials giving children a sensory experi-
ence.Each letter has been paired with an everyday Islamic or Arabic word like 'Allah' 
and 'Zamzam' so children can build an early association with key Muslim phrases. Ev-
ery page is illustrated with adorable pictures that will appeal to children.The book is 
hardback and its pages are made from thick card, making them durable against the 
tugs and tears of baby hands. 

£14.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516711
192x171x30mm

Weight: 475g
Carton Qty: 17

Age 2+



The ABC of Allah Loves Me

ABC of Allah Loves Me is a delightful book in which each letter of the alphabet covers 
one of Allah’s beautiful names and attributes explained in loving words threaded to-
gether using simple rhymes that will touch the heart of any child. Compelled with cute 
illustrations, children will smile in awe at the majesty, love and mercy of their Creator. It 
is made from thick card, making it durable against the tugs and tears of baby’s hands. 

£8.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516728
195x173x20mm

24 pages
Weight: 385g
Carton Qty: 20

Age 2+



The Way to Jannah

The Way To Jannah is a lift-the-flap book that engages children with curiosity and physical play. It’s so cute! 
Children will love to pick up this book as its colourful illustrations will delight their eyes. It contains short duas that 
have spiritual benefit so children can get familiar with words of remembrance. A board book that it durable, it’s 
the perfect fit for any tiny pair of hands!

£8.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516360
190x170x10mm

20 pages
Weight: 190g
Carton Qty: 20

Age 2+



"Learning Roots'  
products just fly off

the shelves"

AHMED | ZAMZAM BOOKSTORE | LONDON



CREATIVE 
PLAY

If you believe learning  about Islam should be fun, then 
you'll love our collection of games, puzzles and fun 

stuff. We love helping parents create happy memories 
around their child's faith, and our play collection delivers 

a bundle of smiles while touching the heart.



The Box of Manners

The Box of Manners is a set of 27 timeless etiquettes from the tradition of the Prophet Muhammad (SAW). Each manner 
is coupled with a Hadith to get children to reflect on the effects of good manners and apply it to their own lives. Active 
engagement through play means your child is immersed in a positive environment that encourages the best of behaviour 
and makes it the norm. Reach card has a pair so several games can be played, increasing the versatility and fun so chil-
dren enjoy learning and growing into polite and well-rounded individuals. The cards are laminated on thick card making 
them durable for long-term use. 

£11.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516049
95x95x35mm

Weight: 190g
Case Qty: 20

Age 5+



The Path of the Prophets

The Path of the Prophets is arguably one of our most creative works and we feel comfortable saying you’ve probably 
never seen anything like this before. Here’s why: It’s an all-in-one story image that sticks in your child’s mind as it is visu-
ally engaging which helps them remember the Prophets in a fun way. Each Prophet’s name along the path has images 
relating to highlights from their story. This is a 178 piece puzzle with a map guide included. 

£17.99 RRP
USPC: 9509572151987
285x21058mm

Weight: 905g
Case Qty: 24

Age 8+



The Giant Journey

The Giant Journey is a 75 piece puzzle that's an all-in-one story image that sticks in a child’s mind as it is visually engaging 
which helps them remember the Prophets in a fun way. This is our most popular puzzle and comes complete with remov-
able pieces that contain the names of the Prophets, so that children can be tested. Children love making this puzzle and 
it's a great way for parents to bond with them while learning about the history of Islam.

£14.99 RRP
USPC: 9509647495862
285x210x58mm

75 pieces
Weight: 860g
Carton Qty: 24

Age 5+



Sahaba Cards

These cards providing a summary of a Companion’s life, capturing their timeless leg-
acy. They cover the lives of both male and female Sahaba, so everyone can benefit 
from them. The pack includes Including 34 well-known and legendary Companions, 
presenting their lives on pocket side cards that can be easily taken anywhere on the 
go. The cards include a list of suggested games and uses for both groups and individ-
uals so you can get the most out of the cards.

£7.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516056
140x83x20mm

34 cards
Weight: 165g
Carton Qty: 20

Age 9+



Steps to Prayer

Steps to Prayer is a step-by-step prayer sequencing game that's fun for children to 
engage with and understand. On each card, there is a clear picture relating to the 
step making it easy for visual learners to identify each step. There is an explanation on 
the back of each card explaining how to perform the step. The cards are made from 
laminated card ensuring they are durable for long term use. They cover the order of 
wudhu steps and the times of prayer too.

£7.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516865
118x109x24mm

40 cards
Weight: 220g
Carton Qty: 20

Age 7+



Prayer Practice

There are stickers  that children can place on the chart after they have prayed which makes it fun for them to track their achievement.There 
are 8 weekly charts so you can use it with more than one child and ensure their progress is tracked. At the end of each chart, there are reward 
stickers which encourages children to pray more often.The dua  recited after Salah is also included which helps children memorise this good 
habit. Prayer Practice is set out in a calendar format which makes it easy to hang anywhere in the house. It’s very colourful making it appealing to 
children. Prayer Practice is laminated so it is durable and suitable for use with reusable wipe clean markers. 

£3.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516131
267x250x13mm

8 pages
Weight: 140g
Carton Qty: 20

Age 7+



"Our customers eagerly
await every new release

from Learning Roots"

ANISA BOZAI | EASTERN TOYBOX | CANADA



HEART 
TOUCHING 

GIFTS
Ga. Et ut rem conetur? Risto blandi temquam, quodia nobis inctas aliquid mosania 
consediae coritati occus, alitesti dist velendit de voluptate sande corenti atinctati 
reicidisquae conet quiae occati con nos aut asperum in nonsequuntur audit litio.



Quran Award

The Quran Award is one-of-a-kind, Quran themed gifts that you'd be hard-pressed to find 
anywhere else, designed specifically to celebrate Quran achievements. This medal in-
cludes the finest elements of traditional Islamic and modern Western design fused expertly 
together to create a look that appeals to today's children as well as honouring their faith 
and heritage. It’s a premium metallic build, finish and shine making them a substantial gift 
designed to be remembered for a lifetime.There are two different colour variations, making 
them suitable for different tastes.

£19.99 RRP
USPC (GOLD): 9501259171226
USPC (SILVER): 9506629279380
92x92x92mm

Weight: 255g

Age 9+



Quran Medal

The Quran Medal is one-of-a-kind, Quran themed gifts that you'd be hard-pressed 
to find anywhere else, designed specifically to celebrate Quran achievements. This 
medal includes the finest elements of traditional Islamic and modern Western design 
fused expertly together to create a look that appeals to today's children as well as 
honouring their faith and heritage. It’s a premium metallic build, finish and shine mak-
ing them a substantial gift designed to be remembered for a lifetime.There are two 
different colour variations, making them suitable for different tastes.

£14.99 RRP
USPC (ACE): 9507169574720
USPC (PRECIOUS): 9505113754457
111x101x31mm

Weight: 166g

Age 4+



Quran Mark

The Quran Mark is a bookmark that makes 
for a delightful and enduring gift with its ele-
gant and sturdy spine which flows into a cir-
cular crest that cradles the world renowned 
‘Al-Quran Al-Kareem’ (The Noble Quran) 
symbol in stylish naskh Arabic calligraphy.  

Measuring 14cm (5.5 inches) tall, and nes-
tled in an opulent box, it’s sure to bring a 
smile to your face each time you recite the 
Noble Quran.

Age 9+

£14.99 RRP
USPC (GOLD): 683203858342
USPC (SILVER): 683203858359
170x40x40mm 

 
Weight: 90g



Quran Clip (Shield)

The Quran clip is a uniquely designed metal clip used to mark ur progress in reading the Quran. It’s small and lightweight, yet high in 
value making it a substantial gift. Its sleek and elegant circular design will pleasantly surprise the recipient of your gift. It comes with 
opulent packaging, so your loved one will really feel the value of your gift. It comes with a Gold or silver finish, allowing you to cover 
all preferences.

£7.99 RRP
USPC (GOLD): 9504436439249
70x50x10mm
£3.99 RRP
USPC (SILVER): 9508143379942
40x30x1mm

Weight: 20g

Age 9+



Quran Clip (Classic)

The Quran clip is a uniquely designed met-
al clip used to mark ur progress in reading 
the Quran. It’s small and lightweight, yet 
high in value making it  a substantial gift. 
Its sleek and elegant  circular design will 
pleasantly surprise the recipient of your gift. 
It comes with opulent packaging,  so your 
loved one will really feel the value of your 
gift. It comes with a Gold or silver finish, al-
lowing you to cover all preferences.

Age 9+

£2.99 RRP
USPC (GOLD): 
9505775269535
USPC (SILVER): 
9505616834540
60x45x2mm

Weight: 11g
Carton Qty: 10



Qibla Arrow

The Qibla Arrow is used to point to the di-
rection of the Qibla. Once you have found 
the direction of the Qibla using a compass, 
you can attach the arrow to the wall or ceil-
ing using sellotape or blue tac.The arrow is 
shaped in a unique form making it unmissa-
ble  to the eye.The Qibla Arrow is  printed 
on large thick laminated card which means 
that it is very durable for long-term hang-
ing. This colourful sign is layered with gold-
en foil and raised textures making it  aes-
thetically appealing.

£2.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516254
300x154x1mm

Weight: 15g
Carton Qty: 10

Age 7+



Quiet Please! Pack of 4 Do Not Disturb Signs

The Quiet Please! door hangers come as a pack of four beautiful designs for either boys or girls. Each one 
is the same shape and measures 30cm in height. It is narrow so it will fit on most doors without getting 
jammed.It is made on extra-thick laminated card for durable long-term use. Each one has a unique illustra-
tion which appeals to the eye, letting others know not to disturb you. 

£4.99 RRP
USPC (BOY): 9781905516858
USPC (GIRL): 9781905516841
300x80x5mm 

4 Pack
Weight: 30g
Carton Qty: 10

Age 7+



SEASONAL 
TREATS

Our seasonal products have brought the best of mainstream quality to the resourc-
es used to celebrate the  important seasons of Islam. In fact , they're so popular 

that  our seasonal books are some our most popular titles!



Ramadan Activity Book (Little Kids)

The Ramadan activity book is filled with hundreds of fun activities, helping children to learn more about the 
blessed month of Ramadan. The activities we’ve included are both practical and contextualised so children 
will learn not just about the do’s and don’ts of Ramadan, but also how Ramadan affects their lives, their en-
vironment and the world around them.We’ve designed these books at mainstream quality standards with 
Ramadan in mind from the ground up. The activities promote core skills so that children exercise a range 
of behaviours that advance them holistically, ranging from  spiritual, mental and creative development.
The activities are hands-on with things to design, to make and to use. We’ve included cut-outs for games, 
banners, posters and even a pull-out productivity calendar that your child can personalise to make it more 
engaging for children. 

£8.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516780
285x210x10mm

Paperback
78 pages
Weight: 365g
Case Qty: 20

Age 5+



Ramadan Activity Book (Big Kids)

The Ramadan activity book is filled with hundreds of fun activities, helping children to learn more about the 
blessed month of Ramadan. The activities we’ve included are both practical and contextualised so children 
will learn not just about the do’s and don’ts of Ramadan, but also how Ramadan affects their lives, their en-
vironment and the world around them.We’ve designed these books at mainstream quality standards with 
Ramadan in mind from the ground up. The activities promote core skills so that children exercise a range 
of behaviours that advance them holistically, ranging from  spiritual, mental and creative development.
The activities are hands-on with things to design, to make and to use. We’ve included cut-outs for games, 
banners, posters and even a pull-out productivity calendar that your child can personalise to make it more 
engaging for children. 

£8.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516797
285x210x10mm

Paperback
108 pages
Weight: 440g
Case Qty: 20

Age 8+



Hajj & Umrah Activity Book (Little Kids)

This incredible book uses fun activities to introduce, intrigue and advance learning 
about the key topics of Hajj and Umrah in a child’s modern environment. But most of 
all, your child will be left reeling with excitement about Hajj. Each page is sprinkled 
with amazing illustrations showing both boys and girls of all races - displaying the 
beauty and diversity within the Ummah. We’ve produced these books are two differ-
ent age ranges.

£8.99 RRP
ISBN: 9781905516902
285x210x10mm 

Paperback
115 pages
Weight: 440g
Case Qty: 20

Age 5+



Hajj & Umrah Activity Book (Big Kids)

This incredible book uses fun activities to introduce, intrigue and advance learning about the key 
topics of Hajj and Umrah in a child’s modern environment. But most of all, your child will be left 
reeling with excitement about Hajj. Each page is sprinkled with amazing illustrations showing both 
boys and girls of all races - displaying the beauty and diversity within the Ummah. We’ve produced 
these books are two different age ranges.

£8.99 RRP 
ISBN: 9781905516896
285x210x10mm 

Paperback
133 pages
Weight: 500g
Case Qty: 20

Age 8+



"Learning Roots  
have raised the bar  
for everyone else."

SAJID | AZHAR ACADEMY | UK



Learning Roots Ltd.
Unit 6, TGEC,

Town Hall Approach Road,
London,
N15 4RX

Email: trade@learningroots.com
Order Form: www.LearningRoots.trade

Website: www.LearningRoots.com

Call our sales team on: 
+44 (0)208 245 5508
+44 (0)7745 363 748

HOW TO 
ORDER




